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Homophones are words which have the same sound, but they have different 
spelling and different meanings. 

profit 

prophet 

SOME WORDS YOU SHOULD KNOW FOR THIS EXERCISE. 

urn, earn, dew, due, break, brake, creak, creek, site, sight, hire, higher, loan, lone, 
groan, grown, gambol, reign, band, banned, flee, flea, isle, aisle, wail, whale, 
weather, whether, bow, bough, profit, prophet, course, coarse, fined, find. 
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Choose the correct homophone from the brackets. 

(grown, groan) 

The cancer had________________ and caused the man to_____________in pain. 

 

(loan, lone) 

A_____________Mr. Nel walked into the_________- officer’s office. 

 

(rain, reign) 

The queen ___________for years during a time of drought, and every day hoped it 
would ____________ . 

 

(banned, band) 

Glora Estefan and her__________could not perform in Cuba because she was 
______________ . 

 

(wail, whale) 

My little sister saw a huge ____________and began to ____________. 

 

(weather, whether) 

I don’t care if the ________________is cold or hot, I care ______________the 
library is closed or open. 
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(would, wood) 

If I was you, I _____________not throw that piece of ____________away. 

 

(shore, sure) 

I am __________ we will see the _________from up there. 

 

(flee, flea) 

The dog had a __________ on its nose. We swat at it and it ___________away. 

 

(find, fined, fine) 

Zack, did you__________the money to help Hilda pay the traffic ___________. 

 

(Allow, allowed) 

We are not_______________in this room, but we are______________in  the 
garden. 

 

(rowed, rode) 

The man ___________the boat upstream, while Mark ________along the stream. 

 

(sore, soar) 

My hands are___________after lifting heavy bags. 
 
The eagle______________high in the sky. 
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(urn, earn) 

We __________$600 dollars and use it to buy an  ________for grandmother’s 
ashes. 

 

(due, dew) 

Martha is ____________any time now and she will see the _________on the grass. 

 

(break, brake) 

Jamie pulled at the _____________ too hard and caused the seal to ____________. 

 

(creak, creek) 

When it rains, the doors in the house near the_____________   ___________ a lot. 

 

(site, sight) 

When you get close to the construction___________, you will behold the most 
beautiful _____________. 

 

(hire, higher) 

I will __________an accountant so my saving could be ________________. 

 

(gambol, gamble) 

I don’t like to ______________my savings. I am not one to_____________ my life 
away. 


